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ABSTRACT
Location-awareness is an important requirement for many
mobile wireless applications today. When GPS is not appli-
cable because of the required precision and/or the resource
constraints on the hardware platform, radio interferometric
ranging may offer an alternative. In this paper, we present a
technique that enables the precise tracking of multiple wire-
less nodes simultaneously. It relies on multiple infrastruc-
ture nodes deployed at known locations measuring the posi-
tion of tracked mobile nodes using radio interferometry. In
addition to location information, the approach also provides
node velocity estimates by measuring the Doppler shift of
the interference signal. The performance of the technique is
evaluated using a prototype implementation on mote-class
wireless sensor nodes. Finally, a possible application sce-
nario of dirty bomb detection in a football stadium is briefly
described.
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General Terms: Algorithms, Experimentation, Theory
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Global Positioning System (GPS) has made the tran-

sition from a few early adopters to a sizeable percentage of
the population in many technologically advanced countries
around the world. Most new cars are offered with built-in
GPS systems. Top-of-the-line cell phones have built-in GPS
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receivers. On the commercial side, trucking companies have
adopted GPS for asset tracking, for example. And of course,
the military is using it everywhere from soldier navigation
to smart munition guidance. In fact, the European Union
announced that they will build a competing system called
Galileo to reduce their dependence on American technology.

The advantages of GPS are numerous. It provides accu-
rate positioning anywhere on Earth. Receivers are relatively
small, cheap, and power conscious. The service itself is free.
On the other hand, GPS has shortcomings too, making it
less applicable to certain application domains. The accuracy
of traditional GPS is a few meters. Differential GPS can get
two orders of magnitude more precise, but it relies on ex-
pensive hardware. Typical handheld GPS receivers last only
a few hours on a single charge. Recently, single chip GPS
receivers became available, but they still cost tens of dollars
and typically consume 50-100mW. Moreover, GPS does not
work well indoors, in cluttered urban environments or un-
der dense foliage. Finally, GPS can be jammed making it
vulnerable in military applications.

Hence, when a wireless mobile application requires geolo-
cation information with one or more of the following proper-
ties: (1) high precision (a few centimeters), (2) low per node
cost (a few dollars), (3) low power consumption (10-50mW),
and (4) robustness to environmental conditions, then alter-
native solutions need to be applied. We have recently intro-
duced a novel localization method based on radio interfer-
ometry [19, 13] primarily targeted at wireless sensor network
node localization for static deployments. Later we applied
the same underlying technique to tracking a single mobile
node [12]. Here we extend this approach to multiple tracked
objects and to estimate the velocity, along with the loca-
tions of the tracked objects. We also describe a dirty bomb
detection and localization system that utilizes the technique.

The underlying idea of radio interferometric ranging is to
have two nodes transmit unmodulated radio waves at close
frequencies, thereby creating an interference field. Measur-
ing the phase offsets at different points provides information
on the location of those points and that of the transmitters.
If we have a set of static nodes at unknown positions and
we make enough measurements, the relative coordinates of
the nodes can be reconstructed. For tracking, we can place
several nodes at known positions to create reference points
similar in functionality to GPS satellites. The system then
uses interferometric ranging to determine the unknown po-
sitions of mobile nodes.

Radio interferometric localization and tracking satisfies
three of the requirements above: high precision, low cost,
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and low power. It can achieve centimeter scale accuracy.
Currently, it is implemented on COTS Crossbow Mica2
mote devices with no additional hardware. We utilize the
mote’s Texas Instruments CC1000 radio which costs about
$3. This radio could be added to other hardware platforms
with an estimated incremental cost of less than $10. Its
receive power requirement is about 20 mW.

The disadvantage of our technique, though, is that it is
susceptible to RF multipath, so currently it does not work
well indoors. Even though we expect the interferometric
ranging to provide accurate localization in large indoors fa-
cilities, such as sports arenas where GPS would inevitably
fail, at this moment, we do not have an effective localization
algorithm for the environments with significant multipath.

Our initial research, however, shows promise in resolving
the multipath problem. If multipath is present, the phase
offset depends not only on the four distances between the
nodes, but also on the relative amplitudes of the reflected
signals compared to the direct signal, as well as the locations
of the points of reflection. We have mathematically modeled
the expected phase offset of the interferometric signal and
made the following observation: if we have a bound on the
number of reflected signal components and have enough car-
rier frequencies at our disposal, we will eventually be able to
collect more data than the number of unknowns in our the-
oretical model. This is because with each frequency, we can
accurately measure two values: the relative phase offset and
the relative signal strength between the two receivers. Note
that the signal strength does contain information about the
reflected paths. If we measure at slightly different frequen-
cies and hence, wavelengths, the composite signal, consisting
of the line of sight component and multiple reflected ones,
will have different amplitudes at different frequencies be-
cause of the different phases in the summation. As the num-
ber of unknowns in our model does not increase, the system
will become solvable if enough measurements are available.

Another advantage of our technique is that it is relatively
easy to experiment with multiple antenna designs, differ-
ent radio frequencies, and densities of the infrastructure
nodes. Furthermore, the potential of using radio interfer-
ometry with lower frequencies which are less susceptible to
reflections due to their longer wavelength may significantly
simplify the algorithms for indoor localization. To summa-
rize, we believe that radio interferometric ranging is an im-
portant technique showing great promise to overcome the
main GPS drawback – the lack of indoor localization. Note,
however, that we do not claim that our system is a replace-
ment of GPS, as we can only cover a geographically limited
area.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First we
review related work and briefly summarize the theory be-
hind interferometric ranging and highlight previous results.
Then we present the description, analysis and evaluation of
the enhanced technology for tracking multiple moving nodes
simultaneously. We also describe application of our track-
ing techniques to a dirty bomb detection system and its
demonstration in a football stadium. Finally, we conclude
the paper with a discussion and future research directions.

2. RELATED WORK
Object tracking systems are used to determine the tra-

jectory of one or more moving targets from partial location
information provided by sensors. In general, the location

of an object in the physical world is inferred from different
sensed signals, such as acoustic, infrared, or seismic signals.
Algorithms for object detection, classification and identifi-
cation are, therefore, important part of tracking systems.
For example, Acoustic ENSBox [7] was used to detect and
localize different animal species such as marmots or dusky
antbirds. However, the majority of the wireless sensor net-
work (WSN) based tracking systems eliminate the need of
object detection by assuming that the tracked nodes coop-
erate with the system [8, 23, 9, 1].

Cooperative tracking systems need to address multiple is-
sues. First, the systems need to decide which set of sensors
to activate to track a particular target and where to send
the collected location data. This problem can be solved in
an information centric [28] or location centric [3] way. Next,
the activated sensors collect ranging measurements to esti-
mate the location of the target, utilizing acoustic signals [7,
25], radio signal strength [9, 1, 27], radio time of flight [6,
16], or phase difference [19]. Finally, filtering and smoothing
techniques, such as extended Kalman filters [2, 22] or par-
ticle filters [26, 11], are applied to the calculated location
estimates to remove the effects of the measurement noise
and improve tracking accuracy.

In our work, we concentrate solely on the localization
and ranging problem of the tracking systems. In partic-
ular, we focus on obtaining highly accurate location esti-
mates that can be calculated fast, to allow for high loca-
tion update rates. In this regard, the best published results
were achieved with systems based on acoustic ranging tech-
niques. Acoustic ENSBox [7] achieved 5 cm average 2D
localization error in a large scale experiment, with 1.5 de-
gree average orientation error. Cricket nodes were used to
achieve a few cm 2D localization error with 1 Hz update rate
at short ranges [21]. SLAT achieved 7 cm 3D localization
error indoors [25]. While the achieved localization accuracy
is impressive, these systems require hardware components
which have considerable cost, form factor, and power con-
sumption, if they are required to work over large distances.
State-of-the-art GPS receivers are facing similar problems,
despite their relatively low price ($50) and power consump-
tion (50—100 mW). Due to their small hardware cost over-
head, the RF based systems that use the radio chips included
on the sensor nodes are an attractive option for tracking
systems. Unfortunately, radio signal strength systems do
not show a great promise in achieving high location accu-
racy [27]. A promising sensor network RF time of flight
solution described in [16] proposed to utilize pairwise round
trip time of flight measurements to relax the strict global
time-synchronization requirement and achieved an average
error of 0.9 m outdoors and 2 m indoors. Despite the sig-
nificant progress in many of these ranging approaches, we
believe that the radio interferometric ranging provides a su-
perior alternative due to its low-cost (requires only CC1000
radio chip), low power (20 mW receiving power), and high
accuracy (4 cm) over large ranges (100 m) [13].

The main problem of tracking moving objects is that the
target changes its location during the measurement as the
ranging measurement takes a finite amount of time. One
solution is to divide the global space-time region into space-
time cells [17]. The size of these cells should approximate
a region where the signature of the target remains nearly
constant. Sequential Monte Carlo localization was shown to
achieve improved accuracy of localization when utilizing the
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movement of sensor nodes [11]. However, to the best of our
knowledge, none of the methods utilized Doppler frequency
shifts to calculate the velocity vectors of the target node and
improve the localization accuracy simultaneously.

3. TRACKING A SINGLE MOBILE NODE
Radio-interferometry is a novel localization method that

measures the relative phase offset of interfering radio sig-
nals. Due to the hardware constraints in wireless sensor
networks, it is impossible to measure the phase difference of
high frequency radio signals with sufficient accuracy. In [19],
we describe the Radio-Interferometric Positioning System
(RIPS) that measures the phase difference indirectly. This
was achieved by analyzing the phase of the low frequency
beat signal generated by two interfering radio transmissions
and measured using the Radio Signal Strength Indicator
(RSSI) signal of the RF transceiver. Highly accurate local-
ization results over large distances (twice the radio commu-
nication range) were reported using COTS hardware (XSM
by Xbow [4]).

Interferometric ranging was successfully applied in the de-
sign of the inTrack tracking system [12]. inTrack reported
real-time tracking of a single object with less than one me-
ter localization error using 12 anchor nodes in an 80× 90 m
area.

Next, let us summarize the theoretical foundations of in-
terferometric ranging and analyze the main weaknesses of
the inTrack system that motivated the work described in
this paper.

3.1 Interferometric Ranging
Interferometric ranging requires two nodes, A and B, to

transmit sine waves at two close frequencies fa, fb at the
same time. The interference of these two signals results in
a beat signal with a beat frequency of |fa − fb|. The phase
difference of the beat signal at two receivers C and D is a
function of the distances between the four nodes A, B, C, D:

Δφ =
2π

λ
(dAD − dBD + dBC − dAC)(mod 2π) (1)

where Δφ is the difference in phases measured at C and D,
λ = 2c

fA+fB
is the wavelength corresponding to the mean

carrier frequency of the interference signal, and dXY is Eu-
clidean distance of the nodes X and Y [19] (see Fig. 1).

The unique characteristic of RIPS is that it measures so
called q-ranges, defined as

dABCD = dAD − dBD + dBC − dAC . (2)

An easy to see rearrangement of equation (1) states that
the phase difference measured with respect to the wave-
length gives us the information about the q-range, i.e.
Δϕ = Δφ

2π
λ = dABCD(mod λ). Note that several measure-

ments at different transmit frequencies fA and fB are re-
quired to resolve the (mod λ)-related ambiguity of the q-
range. The q-range can then be found as the solution of the
following system of n ∈ N equations, for i = 0, . . . , n − 1:

Δϕi = dABCD(mod λi). (3)

The two major difficulties of implementing RIPS on the
low-cost, general purpose hardware (such as the XSM mote)
are: (1) to set up the radio transceivers to transmit at precise
frequencies and (2) to measure the phase of the beat signal

Figure 1: Nodes A and B generate an interference
field by transmitting unmodulated sine waves at dif-
ferent frequencies. Receivers C and D measure the
phase of the signal, the measured phase difference
carries the location related information.

accurately. These two problems are interrelated as the gen-
erated beat frequency depends on the radio chip’s ability
to tune to a precise radio frequency and the frequency of
the beat signal, in turn, influences the design parameters of
the phase measurement algorithm. Our RIPS implementa-
tion on XSM motes benefits from the capability of Chipcon
CC1000 radio chip to fine-tune its transmit frequency in
65 Hz steps. Therefore, we were able to develop a tuning
algorithm which constantly optimizes the radio driver set-
tings of the participating nodes, to maintain the interference
frequency at 350 Hz. The RIPS phase measurement algo-
rithm works with the interference signal which is sampled
at 8 kHz at the RSSI pin of the radio chip. Since the fre-
quency of the interference is low, we resorted to a simple
time-domain based algorithm that performs simple filtering
and calculates the average length of the signal period in a
fixed window. Despite the constraint of using an 8 Mhz pro-
cessor, we were able to implement an online version of this
algorithm, achieving better than 0.5% frequency accuracy
on average. More details about both the tuning and the
phase measurement algorithms can be found in [19].

The prototype RIPS implementation on XSM nodes achie-
ved an average localization error of 4 cm for 16 nodes cov-
ering a 120 × 120 m area [19].

3.2 Interferometric Tracking: inTrack
Radio-interferometric localization in sensor networks fo-

cuses mostly on stationary deployments. In particular, the
solution of Eqs. (3) assumes that q-range dABCD is con-
stant during the ranging measurement. However, with the
introduction of mobility, successive phase measurements are
taken at different geographic locations rendering the exist-
ing technique inapplicable. We proposed an approach to
address the challenge of mobility and designed the inTrack
system [12].

inTrack assumes a single mobile target node and a set of
stationary infrastructure nodes located at known positions.
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Note that the positions of the infrastructure nodes can be
determined with sufficient accuracy using the RIPS localiza-
tion algorithm. The infrastructure nodes are then respon-
sible for both ranging and then routing the measurement
results to the base station, where a data fusion algorithm
calculates the location of the mobile node.

Let us assume, without loss of generality, that node A is
the moving target and nodes B, C, and D are infrastructure
nodes at known locations. Since the distances between B,
C, and D are known, we can rearrange the q-range equation
(Eq. (2)) such that the known or measurable quantities are
all on the left hand side:

dABCD − dBC + dBD = dAD − dAC . (4)

Let us call the left hand side of this term the t-range dACD.
Note that it relates only three nodes, not four. Geometri-
cally, the t-range dACD represents an arm of a hyperbola
(in two dimensions) with foci C, D and with the semi-major
axis of the length dACD/2.

Since the t-range can be computed from the measured
q-range and the two known distances between the infras-
tructure nodes, one q-range measurement constrains the lo-
cation of the target to one arm of a hyperbola. The target
can be localized using the fact that hyperbolae defined by
t-ranges involving the same unknown node will intersect at
the target location.

3.2.1 Target as transmitter vs. target as receiver
As we discussed before, to disambiguate the measured q-

range for a given pair of transmitters, we need to analyze
their interference at multiple carrier frequencies. Hence, we
call this multi-step process a measurement round. It is im-
portant to note that the number of target-related q-ranges
acquired during a measurement round depends on wether
the target node is a transmitter or a receiver.

In a measurement round where the target node and a
designated infrastructure node are the two transmitters, and
the rest of the n−2 infrastructure nodes are receivers, there
are

(
n−2

2

)
receiver pairs yielding

(
n−2

2

)
q-ranges in which

the target node is involved. Assuming no two receivers have
the same location,

(
n−2

2

)
unique t-ranges can be calculated,

though, only n−3 of these t-ranges are linearly independent.
If the target node is a receiver and two designated in-

frastructure nodes are transmitting, there are only n − 3
receiver pairs involving the target node, and thus only n−3
q-ranges are relevant. Moreover, it is easy to see, that after
transforming q-ranges to t-ranges, all t-ranges will involve
the same three nodes: the two transmitters and the target
node. That is, they all define the same hyperbola. As a
result, one measurement round does not yield enough infor-
mation to calculate the position of the target node in the
target-as-receiver case.

3.2.2 Location solver
The inTrack system uses the target-as-transmitter ap-

proach for the ranging measurements. Since a single mea-
surement round yields

(
n−2

2

)
t-ranges, the corresponding

system of equations is overdetermined as the only two un-
knowns are the target location coordinates. This improves
the robustness of the system to the measurement errors as
well as helps us to reduce the need to measure interfer-
ence at multiple frequencies due to the (mod λ)-ambiguity
(Eqs. (3)). The smaller number of different frequencies, in

turn, helps us to curb the measurement round duration and
the latency of the tracking algorithm.

The location solver is implemented as a search algorithm
that computes the position of the mobile node in a prede-
fined search space. The q-ranges serve as inputs to the loca-
tion solver; they are converted to t-ranges that constrain the
location of the tracked node. The search space is subdivided
into blocks (subspace of Euclidean 3D space), and for each
block, it counts the number of t-ranges consistent with it.
The block that has the highest count will be searched recur-
sively. The termination condition is given as a parameter.

3.2.3 Limitations of inTrack
Apart from the intrinsic limitations of radio-interferome-

tric ranging (RF multipath distorts phase measurements),
inTrack has limited scalability with respect to its compu-
tational cost as well as poor extendibility to track multiple
mobile nodes.

Computational cost. Both the q-range computation
and the location solver algorithm search for extrema in a
predefined search space in an exhaustive manner. The com-
putational cost thus grows quadratically with the number of
infrastructure nodes (there is potentially a q-range for each
of the O(n2) pairs of infrastructure nodes) and linearly with
the number of mobile nodes.

Number of targets. inTrack uses target-as-transmitter
approach because it allows for acquiring more location re-
lated information per measurement. Since the target node is
a transmitter, this does not scale trivially with the number of
target nodes. To avoid concurrent transmissions by different
targets, exclusive access to the radio channels would have to
be guaranteed, increasing the latency of the method.

4. TRACKING MULTIPLE NODES
The applicability of inTrack is limited for two reasons: a)

tracking multiple targets is a natural requirement in many
real life scenarios, and b) it has significant hardware require-
ments (a PC class machine is required to compute the loca-
tion), restricting the feasibility of a low-power single chip
implementation. Overcoming these limitations would al-
low for the implementation of a low-power active badge or
navigation device that works in a similar fashion to GPS,
assuming a pre-deployed infrastructure in a geographically
constrained area. Potential applications of such a system
include locating mobile sensors, low-power alternative for
(terrestrial) GPS, next generation active RFID tags, active
badges for personnel tracking, etc.

As an important contribution of this paper, we propose
the mTrack system, an improvement over the previously de-
scribed prototype with respect to scalability and compu-
tational complexity. It supports simultaneous tracking of
multiple targets and has a simple analytical location solver
which, with respect to computational cost, is superior to
the search algorithm employed in inTrack. In addition, by
measuring Doppler shifts of the interference signal, mTrack
is able to improve the localization accuracy of mobile nodes
and determine the velocities of the targets simultaneously.

4.1 Approach
The main difference between inTrack and mTrack is in the

roles the tracked object and the infrastructure nodes play.
While in inTrack, the target is a transmitter, mTrack follows
the target-as-receiver pattern. This means that only infras-
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tructure nodes transmit in mTrack and consequently, the
number of tracked objects is not limited by channel access.
Assigning the receiver role to the target, however, brings
forward a series of challenges that need to be overcome.

First, it is easy to notice that the amount of measurement
data collected during a measurement round is significantly
less than with the target-as-transmitter approach of inTrack
(see Section 3.2.1). In fact, for a given pair of transmitters
and a given target, all measured t-ranges correspond to the
same hyperbola. To calculate the position in a two (three)
dimensional space uniquely, at least two hyperbolae (three
hyperboloids) are required. Therefore, at least two (three)
measurement rounds with different transmitter pairs are re-
quired to acquire the target location using mTrack.

Second, unlike inTrack, the target cannot be assumed
to be stationary during the radio-interferometric measure-
ment, since mTrack relies on multiple measurement rounds.
Clearly, we need to consider the target’s speed and direction
when calculating its location.

Third, the extent to which measurement errors propagate
to location errors depends significantly on the location of the
target with respect to the infrastructure nodes. The error
propagation is the smallest when the hyperbolae intersect
at an angle close to the right angle. However, when the
angle of intersection is acute, small errors in the hyperbola
parameters will be amplified in the calculated locations. As
the location of the target is found at an intersection of a
few hyperbolae, it is important that a small amplification of
ranging errors is achieved for all pairs of hyperbolae. This
imposes limits on the locations of the infrastructure nodes.

Finally, it is infeasible to use inTrack’s computationally
expensive localization algorithm with multiple targets. We
propose a simple and fast algorithm that finds the target
location analytically.

4.2 Analytical Location Solver
The ranging engines of inTrack and mTrack are very sim-

ilar, but the algorithms differ significantly in how they com-
pute locations from the measured q-ranges. The basic lo-
calization algorithm of mTrack computes the location of the
target node at an intersection of two given hyperbolae. Since
solving this problem analytically is hard in general case, we
propose to solve a special case instead, which imposes min-
imal constraints on the deployment topology of the infras-
tructure nodes. Specifically, we analyze the case when the
two hyperbolae share a focus. In practice, assuming three
infrastructure nodes A, B, and C, and the target X, the
transmitter pair in the first measurement round would be A
and B, constraining the location of X to a hyperbola with
foci at A and B. In the second measurement round, nodes
A and C would transmit, yielding a hyperbola with foci at
A and C. Since node A always participates in the transmis-
sion, it can coordinate the measurement process for both
hyperbolae and we call it a master node. We call the co-
transmitting nodes B and C assistant nodes. The location
of the target X is at an intersection of the two hyperbolae.

Consider Figure 2: hyperbola hAB is defined by its foci
A, B and the distance RAB such that for any point X ∈
hAB , |AX| − |BX| = RAB . Similarly, hAC is defined by the
foci A, C, and the distance RAC . Given the coordinates of
A, B, C and the distances RAB , RAC , can we determine the
coordinates of the intersection points of hAB , hAC?

Figure 2: Hyperbolae hAB and hAC given by their
foci A, B and A, C, respectively.

Solution:
The following equations hold for the hyperbolae:

√
x2 + y2 −

√
(x − b)2 + y2 = RAB (5)√

x2 + y2 −
√

(x − cx)2 + (y − cy)2 = RAC

It is possible to solve this system of two equations analyt-
ically (see Appendix A) resulting in two solutions (x1, y1)
and (x2, y2). Furthermore, cutting the plane along rays AB
and AC, it can be shown that there is always at most one
solution on each side. That is, the solution is unique if the
target is confined in the area between the two rays.

Notice that both Fig. 2 and Eqs. (5) assume that the node
A is at the origin, and that node B lies on the x-axis. Given
an arbitrary node deployment and a fixed reference coor-
dinate system, this obviously will not hold. This problem,
however, is easy to solve with coordinate transformation.
We compute the translation matrix Mt that translates A
to the origin, and the rotation matrix Mr that rotates the
translated system such that the second coordinate of B be
zero. We solve Eqs. (5) for the coordinates of the target in
the translated coordinate system. Multiplying the resulting
vector by (MtMr)

−1 gives the target’s coordinates in the
original coordinate system.

Another straightforward relaxation of the constraints of
the above solution is to allow for three dimensional infras-
tructure node locations (but still solving the target position
in two dimensions). This approach is particularly practical
when it is not possible (due to security reasons, or to avoid
excessive multipath) to deploy the infrastructure nodes on
the same plane where the tracked objects are expected to be
moving. In a typical deployment scenario, where the tracked
objects are people and the area of interest is an urban area,
infrastructure nodes can be placed on rooftops and light
poles.

Due to the fact that the location solver evaluates an an-
alytical function with the measured t-ranges as arguments
and the coordinates of the three infrastructure nodes as pa-
rameters, its sensitivity analysis can also be done analyti-
cally. Depending on the application scenario, we are looking
for the answer for one or both of the following two questions:
Given an anchor placement, how does the error in the mea-
sured t-range propagate to the resulting target coordinates?
Given a user specified upper bound on the tolerable location
error, what is the region in which the target can be safely
tracked (assuming a given infrastructure deployment)?

The function that is used to calculate the coordinates of
the target is essentially a quadratic formula depending on
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the two t-ranges RAB and RAC . We take the partial deriva-
tives of this function by RAB and RAC and evaluate the
partial derivatives for a given target location thus obtain-
ing the amplification of ranging error at the given location.
Conversely, given a bound on the amplification, one can de-
termine the region in which the amplification is below the
bound. Based on the sensitivity analysis, we observe that
the error amplification is less than two, if the target is lo-
cated within the parallelogram defined by the points A,B,
and C. Since the area of the parallelogram is maximized if
the two rays AB and AC are perpendicular, we conclude
that the locations of the infrastructure nodes should be cho-
sen so that they define the right angle (or close to right
angle). The location error is then less than two times the
ranging error, if the target is positioned within the rectangle
defined by the infrastructure nodes. See [15] for details.

4.3 Localizing Moving Nodes
Interferometric ranging as described in Section 3 assumes

that the tracked object is stationary during the measure-
ment. Otherwise, the phase difference of the interferometric
signal will have a time-varying signature, rather than a con-
stant value. If the rate of change of the phase difference is
small, the ranging problem can be solved by defining the
range to be an interval, rather than a single value, thus
finding the location of the node in a certain region, rather
than at a single point. However, the use of this method for
interferometric ranging is limited due to the modulo wave-
length ambiguity of the ranges. It was shown in [12] that
this method can tolerate up to one half-wavelength change of
the q-range during the ranging measurement which is 35 cm
in our case.

For higher velocities, we propose to analyze the beat fre-
quency of the interferometric signal to compensate for the
changing q-range. It is a well known fact that moving ob-
jects measure frequencies that are Doppler shifted, depend-
ing on their speed and the direction of movement relative
to the source of the measured signal. Interferometric rang-
ing actually measures these frequency shifts with sufficient
accuracy during the phase analysis of the interferometric sig-
nals. Not used in any of the distance computations for the
stationary objects, these frequency shifts have been mere
byproducts of the computation.

4.3.1 Doppler shifts in radio interferometry
The Doppler effects relate to the change of frequency and

wavelength of a wave that is perceived by an observer mov-
ing relative to the source of the waves. For radio waves
traveling at the speed of light c, the relation between the
frequency f of the emitted signal and the frequency shift
Δf of the observed signal is

Δf

f
� −vO

c
(6)

if the observer is moving directly away from the source with
speed vO, such that vO � c. If the observer is moving
towards the source, vO should be taken negative. Note that
the Doppler effects are measurable because the frequencies
we use are relatively large (400 MHz). Consequently, the
observed frequency shifts due to the Doppler effect will be
1 Hz per 0.75 m/s velocity of the target.

Let X be an object at an unknown location that partic-
ipates in the interferometric tracking. X proceeds by esti-

a) b)

Figure 3: Doppler effect in radio interferometric
ranging.

mating its distance difference from two anchors A and B
(t-range dABX) which transmit sine wave signals at slightly
different frequencies. Let fa, fb be the frequencies of these
radio signals, assuming fa < fb without loss of generality.
Let −→v be the velocity vector of X and let the anchors be
stationary. If X was stationary, the observed frequency of
the beat signal would be fb − fa. However, if X is mov-
ing, the observed beat frequency depends on the speed of X
relative to A and B.

For an arbitrary node A, let va be defined as the dot

product of the unit vector in the direction of
−−→
AX and the

velocity vector −→v :

va =

−−→
AX

|−−→AX|
· −→v .

In other words, va is the length of the projection of vector−→v onto the line AX, with the negative sign if the projec-
tion vector points towards the node A and the positive sign
otherwise (see Fig. 3a).

The two signals transmitted by A and B interfere at X
and the frequency of the resulting beat signal is:

fbeat = fb + Δfb − (fa + Δfa) =

fb − fa − fb

c
vb +

fa

c
va. (7)

In our experiments |fa−fb| is typically smaller than 1 kHz.
Consequently, we can rewrite Eq. (7) using λ = c

fa
� c

fb
:

fbeat = fb − fa +
1

λ
(va − vb). (8)

Note, that the frequency difference fb − fa and the wave-
length λ are known parameters and the frequency of the
beat signal fbeat can be measured. Therefore, we can calcu-
late the term va − vb (so called q-speed) relating the actual
speed of the moving object relative to A and B. Even though
we cannot compute va and vb directly, q-speed will become
important in our later calculations.

4.3.2 Velocity errors compensation
Radio interferometric tracking measures t-ranges which

are the distance differences dXA −dXB of the target X from
two anchor nodes A and B. It was discussed in Section 3.1
that multiple ranging measurements at different wavelengths
are required to resolve the modulo wavelength ambiguity
of the calculated t-range. However, the problem is that if
X is moving, different ranging measurements correspond to
different dXA − dXB values. Therefore, the velocity of the
object needs to be incorporated in the calculations.

Consider Figure 3b: we show here the simplest case where
the target X measures phase offsets at two different carrier
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Figure 4: Approximating movement errors. The
target node performs two ranging measurements, at
locations X and X ′. We approximate dAX′ using the
relative speed va of nodes X and A as dAX′ � dAX+xA.

frequencies to disambiguate the t-range (in practice, more
than two frequencies are needed). The points X and X ′ that
correspond to the two measurement locations are potentially
far away from each other, depending on the velocity −→v of
X and the duration of the ranging measurement. Assuming
the velocity vector −→v does not change during the ranging
measurement, the system of Eqs. (3) defined in Section 3
can be rewritten as follows:

Δγi = dAXi − dBXi(mod λi)

Xi = X + i ∗ −→v ∗ tM . (9)

where tM is the time required to make one phase offset mea-
surement and where, by abuse of notation, we identified X
with the position vector of the point X.

One problem of solving Eqs. (9) is that the velocity vector−→v is unknown, adding greatly to the ambiguity of the rang-
ing solution. Although the Doppler shift analysis provides
some information on the velocity −→v , it does not yield −→v
directly.

Rather than solving Eqs. (9) for the velocity −→v and the t-
range dAX−dBX , we suggest to approximate dAXi and dBXi

with dAX +va∗i∗tM and dBX +vb∗i∗tM respectively. Using
this approximation, we can express the measured distance
differences as

dAXi − dBXi � dAX − dBX + i ∗ (va − vb) ∗ tM .

The q-speed, va−vb can be calculated from Doppler shifts
(Eq. (8)), allowing us to compute speed-compensated phase
offsets Δϑi from the measured offsets Δγi:

Δϑi = Δγi − (va − vb) ∗ tM (mod λi).

Consequently, we rewrite Eqs. (9) to

Δϑi � dAX − dBX(mod λi). (10)

Eqs. (10) can be solved the same way as the original equa-
tions for the stationary case. However, the term va−vb only
approximates the change of dAX − dBX during the ranging
measurement and we need to show that the error of this
approximation is small.

Consider Figure 4: node X computes its location from
the beat signal generated by the anchors A and B. −→v is
the velocity vector of the node X and −→va is projection of −→v
onto AX. We analyze here the error of the approximation
of the distance dAX . The error of the dBX approximation

Figure 5: Estimating the velocity vector v . A target
node X measures two q-speeds from the Doppler
shifts: vM − vA1 and vM − vA2 . For a given estimate
of vM , the target can calculate the lines lM , lAi and
estimate its velocity vector v = XX ′.

is analogous. Let tM be the measurement time and xa =
va ∗ tM be the distance that X travels along the direction−−→
AX, then dAX′ is approximated with dAX + xa. As seen
in the figure, this approximation always underestimates the
real value dAX′ and is perfect if −→v and −→va are the same
vectors. The error ε of the approximation can be expressed
as ε = dAX′ − dAX − xa.

To find the maximum error of the approximation, we dif-

ferentiated
∂ε

∂α
and found that the approximation error is

maximal if cos α = − dXX′

2dAX
, or, equivalently, if dAX = dAX′

(see Appendix B). Therefore, the maximum error can be
calculated as

εmax = |dAX − dAX − xa| = |dXX′ cos α| =
d2

XX′

2dAX
. (11)

In our experiments the measurement time tM is less than 1
second. Therefore, dXX′ = |−→v |tM is relatively small com-
pared to dAX and we conclude that the error of the approx-
imation is relatively small.

4.3.3 Computing velocity vectors
Our localization approach calculates the position of a tar-

get node at an intersection of two or more hyperbolae de-
fined by two or more interferometric ranges. As discussed
in Section 4.2, we further require that one transmitter node,
called the master node, participates in all ranging measure-
ments. Let us recall that the co-transmitters of the master
node are called assistant nodes. We denote the master node
by M and the assistant nodes by Ai , i = 1 . . . k. We have
shown that q-speeds vM − vAi can be computed from the
beat frequency of the interference signal using Eq.(8). Uti-
lizing q-speeds and the location of the target node X, we
developed an algorithm that computes the velocity vector
of the target node −→v .

Consider Figure 5 showing a master M and two assistant
nodes A1, A2. The extension of our algorithm to more as-
sistants is trivial. Let −→vM and −→vAi be projections of −→v , onto
XM and XAi, respectively. Line lM is defined as the line
perpendicular to −→vM which intersects the endpoint of vector−→vM placed at the target location X. Lines lAi are defined
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Figure 6: Dataflow structure of the mTrack system.

analogously. It is easy to see that lines lM and lAi intersect

at a single point X ′ such that −→v =
−−→
XX ′.

We observe, that if we know one velocity projection, for
example vM , we can compute all other projections (vAi in
this case) using the measured q-speeds (see Eq. (8)). Con-
sequently, we can find lines lM and lAi and the intersections
points of these lines PXY , X, Y ∈ {M, Ai}. Unfortunately,
vM as well as vAi are unknown quantities as only their dif-
ferences are measured.

However, it is easy to see that for incorrect vM , the cal-
culated vAi will all be incorrect and the intersections of the
lines lM and lAi will diverge from each other. This helps
us to find the correct value of vM . Consequently, given
the maximum speed vmax of the target as a parameter, our
algorithm iterates through all possible values of vM from
[−vmax, vmax] interval with certain resolution and in each it-
eration, calculates all intersection points PXY . Ideally, for
the correct value of vM , all these intersection points corre-
spond to a single point which is X ′.

More formally, in the i-th iteration step, let vi be the value
of the speed of the target in the direction of the master
node M (vM ). We define Xi as the center of gravity of
all intersection points P i

XY obtained using vi as the target
speed. Further, we define a quality metrics of the solution
Xi as the average distance of all points P i

XY from their
center of gravity Xi. The final result X ′ of our algorithm
is then such Xi which has the minimal quality metrics for
all vi from [−vmax, vmax]. Finally, the velocity vector −→v is

given by the vector
−−→
XX ′.

4.4 Implementation
The mTrack system is implemented using XSM motes

from Crossbow, Inc. (a variant of the Berkeley Mica2 mote)
as target and infrastructure nodes, as well as a PC laptop
running the location computation and the tracking GUI.

The motes are running TinyOS version 1.1.14 as the op-
erating system. To assure that the phase measurements

are carried out at the same time on all receivers, the re-
ceivers need to be time synchronized. Instead of choosing a
synchronization service that maintains a global time in the
whole network (such as FTSP [20]), we opted for a multi-
hop extension of the Estimated Time on Arrival (ETA) ap-
proach [14]: the transmitter node at the common focus of
the hyperbolae, called the master node, generates a beacon
event tagged with the start time of the next measurement
round by the node’s local clock. ETA will propagate this
beacon message to all nodes within a few radio hops, con-
verting the timestamp to the local time of the recipients.
ETA is able to achieve much better utilization of system
resources than virtual global time services, because it does
not synchronize the clock skews of different nodes. However,
the beacon event and the start of the measurement round
need to be close in time (300 ms), to achieve high synchro-
nization accuracy despite the drifts of the unsynchronized
local clocks at different nodes. Notice, that it is imperative
that multihop time synchronization be used, because the
maximum interferometric range exceeds the communication
range of the motes.

The radio-interferometric ranging engine is implemented
as an alternate radio driver. Since both the TinyOS radio
stack and the ranging engine use the same radio hardware,
the former is disabled during the measurement rounds. Af-
ter a measurement round is completed, the results (phase
and frequency measurements for each frequency channel) are
routed to the PC using the Directed Flood Routing Frame-
work (DFRF) [18]. DFRF is configured with the gradient
convergecast policy to provide a fast and reliable data col-
lection service in a multihop network.

The computation of the interferometric q-ranges, their
conversion to t-ranges, as well as the location computation
are implemented in Java and run on a PC. The computa-
tion is implemented in a dataflow like manner, which would
make it possible to distribute computational blocks to dif-
ferent computers, or to implement them in hardware.

The overview of the Java implementation is shown in
Fig. 6. Sensors record the phase and frequency of the beat
signal, while the transmitter pair iterates through a series of
transmit frequencies. Q-ranges are calculated for every re-
ceiver pair and then converted to t-ranges, which are input
to the analytical location solver. Once positions are known,
q-speeds are converted to velocity vectors. Positions and
velocities are displayed on a map and optionally used to
control camera pitch/pan.

4.5 Results
Our experimental hardware platform is a Mica2 compat-

ible XSM mote [4], programmed using the nesC program-
ming language [5] and the TinyOS operating system [10].
Our test environment is the empty Vanderbilt Football Sta-
dium. This allows for the direct comparison of mTrack’s
results with those of inTrack [12].

The mTrack system was able to get a position fix for
each of the targets in approximately 4 seconds which in-
cludes 0.5 second coordination time, 1 second ranging time,
2 seconds multihop routing time, and 0.5 second localization
time. During the coordination phase, infrastructure nodes
were assigned the roles of transmitters and receivers and
were time synchronized with each other and with the target
nodes. The nodes measured the phase and frequency of the
beat signal during the ranging phase and routed the mea-
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Experiment 1.

Figure 7: We show anchor nodes as black dots, mo-
bile node track by a black line, and location and ve-
locity vector estimates by blue crosses and arrows,
respectively. Map of the Vanderbilt football sta-
dium is shown in gray. 5 anchor nodes are deployed
and the mobile node starts at 45-th yard line.

sured values to the base station during the routing phase.
Finally, a PC computer calculated the target locations and
velocity vectors during the localization phase.

We estimated the accuracy of mTrack’s localization and
velocity vector estimation with respect to the ground truth.
Measuring the ground truth locations of multiple moving
targets accurately, both spatially and temporally, however,
was a difficult problem. We simplified this problem by pre-
defining the tracks that the targets followed during the ac-
tual experiment. Each track consisted of a series of way-
points and the targets moved between two consecutive way-
points at an approximately constant speed on a straight
line. During the actual experiment, we recorded the times
at which each of the targets passed each of its predefined
waypoints. This allowed us to compute the actual speed of
the target for each segment of its predefined track. More-
over, since we also recorded the times when the ranging
measurements were taken, we could determine the segment
and interpolate the ground truth location of the target on
that segment for any given ranging measurement. There-
fore, for any given ranging measurement, we were able to
reconstruct the ground truth location of the target as well
as its velocity vector.

It would seem that the 4 second position fix requirement
would allow us to do very rough accuracy analysis only, as
the target location would change significantly in the 4 second
interval. However, the actual location related information
is measured only during the ranging phase of the algorithm,
the beginning of which can be determined very precisely by
analyzing the time-synchronization messages. Recall that

Experiment 2.

Figure 8: 4 anchor nodes are deployed. Mobile blue
node follows ABCAB track, the black node is stand-
ing at C and the brown node is standing in the mid-
dle of AC.

mTrack compensates for the velocity of the targets and the
target location estimate, as computed by mTrack, corre-
sponds to the position of the target at the beginning of the
ranging phase (see Section 4.3.2 and Fig. 4). Therefore, we
can determine the expected location of the target accurately
which allows for a meaningful error analysis of mTrack’s lo-
calization.

We conducted two experiments to illustrate tradeoffs be-
tween the accuracy and the infrastructure cost of our sys-
tem. In our first experiment, we deployed five anchor nodes
at known surveyed locations, covering an area of approxi-
mately 27.4×27.4 m and tracked two nodes simultaneously.
We placed four anchors in the corners of this square and the
fifth anchor close to the center. The actual setup can be seen
in Fig. 7 which shows the anchor node locations, the Van-
derbilt stadium map, the track that a mobile node follows,
and the calculated locations and velocity vectors. In our sec-
ond experiment, shown in Fig. 8, we decreased the number
of anchors to four and tracked three nodes simultaneously
in the same area. We moved the mobile node at different
speeds and in different directions, collecting approximately
100 data points for each experiment. The experiments took
10 minutes to complete and we have achieved an update
rate of 4.5 seconds. To be comprehensible, figures for both
experiments show only a short subset of the whole dataset.

Note that in these experiments, only one node was mobile
as establishing the ground truth for multiple nodes was dif-
ficult. Also, this allowed us to analyze the accuracy of our
algorithm for both mobile and stationary nodes. The com-
putational and radio bandwidth requirements of the nodes
are identical, whether they are moving or not, as all of them
run the same mTrack algorithm.

Three types of errors are evaluated: localization, speed,
and direction error with respect to the ground truth. We
calculate these errors for each of the nodes in both experi-
ments obtaining approximately 100 data points per node per
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Figure 9: Simultaneous tracking of multiple nodes:
three different nodes are moving along 3 different
tracks, starting at points A,B, and C.

error type. Consequently, we analyze these errors separately
for mobile and stationary nodes and calculate the average as
well as 95-th percentile for all error types. Table 1 shows the
results achieved in both experiments, Mobile and Stationary
tables showing the accuracy of mTrack only for mobile and
only for stationary nodes, respectively.

MOBILE: position (m) Speed (m/s) Angle (degree)
Experiment 1 0.94 (1.82) 0.18 (0.45) 11.61 (30.88)
Experiment 2 1.64 (6.41) 0.2 (0.51) 13.29 (41.84)

STATIONARY:   position (m) Speed (m/s) Angle (degree)
Experiment 1 0.54 (1.1) 0.19 (0.67) N/A
Experiment 2 0.83 (1.11) 0.2 (0.65) N/A

Table 1: Accuracy of tracking: tables show the aver-
age absolute error and the value of the 95%-th per-
centile in the parenthesis.

As we can see, we can achieve 0.7 m better average accu-
racy using more anchor nodes. Using fewer anchor nodes,
our ranging data is less accurate which results in higher
chance of large localization errors (95-percentile is much
larger). Further, the localization error is smaller for the
stationary nodes. This is due to the fact that we do not
compensate the mobility related errors completely, but only
use an approximation described in Section 4.3.2. The error
of the speed estimation in the stationary node case is due
to the occasional errors in measuring the Doppler frequency.
Finally, since the ground truth for the angle measurement
in the stationary case is undefined, we show it as N/A.

We also wanted to test the case when multiple mobile
nodes were tracked at the same time. However, due to the
difficulties in recording the ground truth in this case, we
only tested our system in a series of relatively short exper-
iments. Even though the number of collected data was not
statistically significant, we have observed errors similar to

Figure 10: Simultaneous tracking of multiple nodes:
a person holds two motes in two hands, approxi-
mately 1.5 m apart and walks on the rectangular
track, second person holds a single mote and walks
on the triangular track.

the mobile case in Table 1. Two different experiments are
shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10.

The average localization error of the inTrack system [12]
was estimated to be 0.6 m for mobile nodes. Even though
our average localization error is higher, it is worth the im-
proved scalability of our system to theoretically arbitrary
number of tracked nodes as opposed to inTrack’s limit of
one. The other drawback of mTrack is that we have covered
a relatively small 27.4 × 27.4 m area. However, the mTrack
system required only 4 or 5 anchor nodes which is approx-
imately the same anchor density as the inTrack system re-
quiring 12 anchor nodes in an 80×90 m area. Therefore, an
extension of the mTrack system should also be economically
viable.

5. APPLICATION EXAMPLE
To create a proof-of-concept prototype application of the

radio interferometric tracking system, Vanderbilt and Oak
Ridge National Laboratory teamed up to design and imple-
ment a dirty bomb detection and localization system. The
operational concept is as follows. In an outdoor sports sta-
dium or a large indoor facility, a guard walks around the
stands carrying a radiation detector and a wireless node
that participates in the tracking algorithm. The tracking
information along with the detector readings are available
in real-time to the command center. The current position is
supplied also to a pan-tilt-zoom camera that automatically
tracks the guard at a relatively wide angle. When the radi-
ation level exceeds a threshold, an alarm is raised and the
camera zooms in on the position of the guard. The accu-
racy of the system allows to zoom-in on a few meter wide
area narrowing down the source to a handful of people in
a crowded stadium. The guard does not even need to be
aware of the alarm, in order not to raise the suspicion of the
perpetrator or cause panic. The overall system architecture
is shown in Fig. 11.
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Figure 11: Dirty bomb system architecture.

The guard carries a Crossbow XSM node as well as the
radiation detector connected to a mobile phone. The radia-
tion readings are transmitted via the mobile phone network
to the host computer. Hence, the host computer gets the
tracking and radiation data separately. It displays the radi-
ation level and the track on the user interface and optionally
inside Google Earth utilizing a 3D model of the stadium. It
also sends the position coordinates to the camera control
node. When an alarm is raised, it instructs the camera to
zoom in on the current position. The camera feed is acces-
sible through a web interface.

For the proof-of-concept demonstration, radiation detec-
tion is carried out with a small, inexpensive, but highly sen-
sitive, commercial gamma detector manufactured by RF-
Trax, Inc. [24]. The crystal detector is mounted to a small
circuit board that provides I/O logic and a serial interface.
Detector readings are communicated to the host computer
in the command center through a mobile phone and a com-
mercial wireless TCP/IP network.

We have used an Axis 213 PTZ network camera with pan
angle range −170◦ to 170◦, tilt angle range −90◦ to 10◦,
and horizontal viewing angle of 42◦ to 1.7◦. The camera
controller accepts position commands as a point in 3D space,
(x, y, z), along with a parameter that specifies the desired
radius for the radius-of-view. The former directly translates
to the camera’s pan and tilt settings, and the later is used
to compute the camera’s zoom value.

The accuracy of the camera’s tracking operation is signif-
icantly affected by its initialization. For this purpose, the
camera is placed at a known point C (xC , yC , zC) pointing
at an arbitrary point-of-reference R (xR,yR, zR). The cam-
era’s corresponding pan θi and tilt αi along with the C and
R coordinates are stored in the configuration file.

To correctly slew and zoom the camera C to an object O
in space with relative precision, the camera’s pan angle as
well as the direction of the pan has to be computed with
reasonable accuracy. Given our initial pan angle θi of a
reference point R, the pan angle θ for pointing the camera
C to an object O can be computed as

θ = θi + cos−1(
|CR|2 + |CO|2 − |RO|2

2|CR||CO| ).

Figure 12: The 3D model of the Vanderbilt Football
Stadium in Google Earth showing the 12 infrastruc-
ture nodes (small balloons) and the guard walking
on the 20-yard line (large balloon).

The tilt angle α is the slope of the vector CO: using the
elevation of object O relative to the camera C (ZO − ZC),
and the camera’s initial tilt angle αi, the slope is computed:

α = αi + tan−1(
|ZO − ZC |

|CO| ).

The camera’s zoom value Z is determined by the specified
radius-of-view (rov) and its range of horizontal viewing an-
gles. The zoom value for the Axis 213 camera is an integer
value in the range of 1 to 9999, which corresponds to the
horizontal viewing angle of 42 ◦ to 1.7 ◦, respectively. Using
these given values, we can compute the camera’s angle-of-
view ϕ and zoom value ζ as

ϕ = tan−1(
2 rov

|CO| )

ζ = −169.5 + 7120 ϕ.

The dirty bomb detection and localization prototype was
successfully demonstrated in the Vanderbilt football sta-
dium. The stadium was nearly empty, due to logistical rea-
sons. The tracking subsystem that we used was inTrack,
but mTrack fits the given scenario equally well and could
be used with no changes to the integrated system. We de-
ployed 12 infrastructure nodes, six of them on the field and
the other six on one side of the stands as shown in Fig. 12.
This provided a coverage of the whole grass area and half of
the stands area which was approximately 80x90 meters. We
estimate that to provide accurate tracking coverage in the
entire 40,000 seat stadium including the field itself would
require about 30 infrastructure nodes. For detailed infor-
mation, including video clips of the demonstration, visit

http://www.isis.vanderbilt.edu/projects/rips/.

The tracking accuracy was analyzed in [12]. The only
area where we experienced degraded performance was in
the stands above the line of the uppermost nodes. We be-
lieve that RF multipath is the culprit, as that part of the
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structure is pure metal. The camera control precision, as
well as the calibration accuracy, were not analyzed in detail.
When pointing to positions on the stands on the other side
of the stadium, translating to about a hundred-meter dis-
tance, there was a noticeable additional error when zoomed
in completely. We estimated this to be under a meter or
about one degree.

6. DISCUSSION
Radio interferometric ranging is able to provide high pre-

cision results utilizing low-power and low-cost hardware.
Wireless sensor networks, where node localization is still an
active research area, is one of the most important domains
that can benefit from this technology.

The dirty bomb detection demonstration showed that in-
Track, our initial radio-interferometric tracking prototype,
is a feasible solution for cooperative tracking of people in
stadiums and other open outdoor spaces. We expect that
mTrack, the proposed extension of this system to track mul-
tiple objects, will perform equally well in real-life applica-
tions. One can envision a permanent installation of infras-
tructure nodes, with solar panels or with a permanent power
source to avoid the need for periodic battery changes, which
would enable applications such as dirty bomb detection, lo-
cating lost children in large crowds or tracking players by
automatic cameras during the game.

Notice that our current system utilizes COTS hardware
that was not designed for this purpose. We believe that a
wireless node specifically tailored for interferometric rang-
ing would have many benefits. It could help overcome the
current speed and accuracy limitations as well as help in
defeating multipath effects. Hardware support could speed
up the measurements, enable a wider range of measurement
frequencies and could be able to support measurements at
multiple channels simultaneously. Eventually, a single-chip
solution, containing a microcontroller, radio transceiver and
the interferometric ranger could become an inexpensive op-
tion when mass produced.

In addition to designing a new platform, our future plans
include laying down the theoretical foundations for counter-
ing RF multipath in order to make the technology available
indoors and enhancing the speed and accuracy on the cur-
rent platform.
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APPENDIX

A. HYPERBOLAE
The basic building block of mTrack’s localization algo-

rithm is the analytic solver that finds the target position at
the intersection of two hyperbolae. Here we show that it is
possible to find a closed form formula for the intersection if
the two hyperbolae share a common focus.

Consider Figure 2: hyperbola hAB is defined by its foci
A, B and the distance RAB such that for any point X ∈
hAB , |AX| − |BX| = RAB . Similarly, hAC is defined by the
foci A, C, and the distance RAC . Given the coordinates of
A, B, C and the distances RAB , RAC , we want to find the
intersection points of hAB , hAC .

The following two equations for hAB and hAC can be de-
rived using the equation defining a hyperbola in 2D plane:

√
x2 + y2 −

√
(x − b)2 + y2 = RAB√

x2 + y2 −
√

(x − cx)2 + (y − cy)2 = RAC

Next, subtract
√

x2 + y2 and square both equations :

x2 + y2 − 2
√

x2 + y2RAB + R2
AB = (x − b)2 + y2

x2 + y2 − 2
√

x2 + y2RAC + R2
AC = (x − cx)2 + (y − cy)2

These equations can be simplified
√

x2 + y2RAB = bx − b2 + R2
AB√

x2 + y2RAC = cxx + cyy − c2 + R2
AC

and equated

(bx − b2 + R2
AB)RAC = (cxx + cyy − c2 + R2

AC)RAB

Next, we can express x from this equation and substitute
it into one of the original equations, essentially getting a
quadratic equation with unknown y which has a closed form
solution, giving us two potential solutions.

Consequently, we can find a closed formulae for both x
and y, which are the intersection coordinates of the two
hyperbolae hAB and hAC . See [15] for the derivation of
complete formulae.

B. MOBILITY ERROR APPROXIMATION
In mTrack, the measurement time is approximately 1 sec-

ond which means that the position of a target can change sig-
nificantly during the ranging measurement. Therefore, our
calculations should incorporate the velocity related location
change of the targets during ranging. Due to the difficulties
of determining the velocity vectors, we have only approxi-
mated it using q-speeds, defined in Section 4.3.1, which can
be measured from the Doppler frequency shifts.

Consider Figure 4: if −→vA is the projection of −→v onto AX,
then xA = vA ∗ tM where tM is the measurement time. As
noted in Section 4.3.2, we approximate distance dAX′ by
dAX + xA. We are interested in finding the error of this
approximation which depends on the angle α (i.e. if α = 0
then the approximation is perfect).

Let us define a function ε(α) = dAX′ − dAX − xa. We
want to find its extremal points. From the definition of
cosine, and the law of cosines, we know that

xa = dXX′ cos α,

dAX′ =
√

d2
AX + d2

XX′ + 2dAXdXX′ cos α .

We find the extremes of ε(α) by differentiating it by α.
We first differentiate xa and dAX′ :

∂(xa)

∂(α)
= −dXX′ sin α,

∂(dAX′)

∂(α)
=

1

2

−2dAXdXX′ sin α√
d2

AX + d2
XX′ + 2dAXdXX′ cos α

=
−dAXdXX′ sin α√

d2
AX + d2

XX′ + 2dAXdXX′ cos α

Next we differentiate ε(α).

∂ε(α)

∂α
=

∂(dAX′)

∂(α)
− ∂(dAX)

∂(α)
− ∂(xa)

∂(α)

=
−dAXdXX′ sin α√

d2
AX + d2

XX′ + 2dAXdXX′ cos α
+ dXX′ sin α

Now we let
∂(ε(α))

∂(α)
= 0 to find the extremes. It is easy

to see that either sin α = 0, or:

dAX =
√

d2
AX + d2

XX′ + 2dAXdXX′ cos α

from where cos α = −dXX′/(2dAX).
To summarize, ε(α) has extremes at (1) α is 0 or π,

and at (2) arccos(−dXX′/(2dAX )). Since ε(α) is 0 in
the case (1), we conclude that ε(α) has its maximum at
arccos(−dXX′/(2dAX)). Interestingly, the approximation
error happens to be maximal if dAX = dAX′ .
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